Dynamic recrystallization occurs at room temperature during high-pressure torsion (HPT) leading to the formation of ultrafine grains with high angles of misorientation. There are questions concerning whether dynamic recrystallization occurs due to the temperature rise during severe plastic deformation or due to the effect of lattice defects. In this study, the real temperature rise was measured by directly placing a thermocouple separately on disc samples of tin, aluminum, silver, copper and titanium. The measurements, which are consistent with finite element simulations, show that the temperature rise is of minor significance in initiating dynamic recrystallization. A relationship is developed to predict the temperature rise in HPT.
Introduction
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques [1, 2] are widely used to produce ultrafine-grained (UFG) microstructures in metallic [3, 4] and non-metallic [5, 6] materials.
Although the microstructure is refined significantly in the early stages of SPD, the grain size finally saturates to a steady-state condition at large strains [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The mechanism for the occurrence of a steady state has been discussed from the early discoveries of Bridgman using the high-pressure torsion (HPT) method [7, 8] to recent reviews using different SPD techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] . Dynamic recovery [9, 10] , dynamic recrystallization (DRX) [11, 12] and grain boundary migration [13, 14] are some of the suggested mechanisms. Among these mechanisms, numerous experimental results provide clear evidence for the occurrence of DRX [12] and this not only controls the steady-state at large strains but also leads to the formation of high-angle grain boundaries in the early stages of straining [12] .
The occurrence of DRX in SPD-processed materials at room temperature is widely attributed to the ultrahigh density of lattice defects [12] [13] [14] . However, it was suggested also that the microstructural evolution may be significantly influenced by heat generation and the consequent temperature rise [11, 15, 16] . It is anticipated that the HPT method, in which a small disc sample is rotated between two massive anvils [4, 7] , may exhibit a smaller temperature rise than other SPD methods since the cold massive anvils act as heat sinks for a small disc sample [17, 18] . Therefore, processing by HPT should be promising for confirming the effect of temperature rise on microstructural evolution. However, there remain questions concerning the extent of the real temperature in HPT [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] because the imposed strain is substantially higher than in other SPD techniques [2] .
A few limited studies have measured the temperature of HPT anvils and predicted the real temperature of the sample by using the finite element method (FEM) [18] [19] [20] .
Nevertheless, there have been few attempts to measure the real temperatures of samples in HPT because of technical difficulties in placing a thermometer between the two rotating anvils under high pressure. Accordingly, the present research provides the first direct measurement of the temperature rise during HPT and this permits an examination of the significance of this temperature rise on microstructural evolution.
Experimental materials and procedures
High-purity Sn (99.9%), Al (99.99%), Ag (99.99%), Cu (99.99999%) and Ti (99.4%)
were selected as five model metals for this study. Discs of these metals with 10 mm diameter and 0.8 mm thickness were annealed for 1 h at temperatures of 453 K for Sn, 773 K for Al, 803 K for Ag, 873 K for Cu and 1073 K for Ti to achieve average grain sizes of ~590, ~620, >1000, ~310 and ~230 m, respectively. The hardness levels after annealing were 7.6 Hv for Sn, 22 Hv for Al, 51 Hv for Ag, 54 Hv for Cu and 138 Hv for Ti.
The disc samples were processed using a set of HPT anvils with 30 m surface roughness and the dimensions described in detail in earlier reports [17, 20] except that all heat 3 insulators were removed in this study to minimize the temperature rise. The samples were first processed by HPT at room temperature for N = ¼ -5 turns under 1 GPa for Sn to reduce the outflow of soft metal between the two HPT anvils, 6 GPa for Al, Ag and Cu to minimize slippage between the sample and anvils [21] and 2 GPa for Ti to avoid the formation of the  phase [22, 23] . The rotation speed was 0.5 rpm for Ti and 1 rpm for the other metals.
The samples after HPT processing were first polished and their Vickers microhardness measured from the disc center to the periphery along 4-8 radial directions with increments of 0.5 or 1 mm. The hardness was measured using an indentation load of 10 g for Sn, 50 g for Al and 200 g for Ag, Cu and Ti. The shear strain, , at each indentation point was calculated as [2] 
where, r is the distance from the disc center, N is the number of HPT turns and h is the disc thickness.
The steady-state microstructures were examined by optical microscopy (OM) [23] .
The temperature rise during HPT processing was measured directly by placing a very small K-type thermocouple (chromel-alumel with 330 m wire diameter, 73-1523 K measurement range and 1.1 K special measurement accuracy) between the sample and the center of the upper anvil. It should be noted that the accuracy of the thermocouple was confirmed at room temperature by comparing its measurements with those measured by a precise thermometer. The lower anvil was then rotated with respect to the upper anvil using a rotation speed of 1 rpm and a pressure of 2 GPa for all selected metals until the thermocouple broke. In order to examine the reproducibility of results, temperature measurements were repeated at least two times except for Ag in which the thermocouple broke many times in a few seconds. Figure 1 shows the variation of hardness with shear strain for the five metals used in these experiments. Different hardness-strain behaviors are visible in Fig. 1 in agreement with earlier reports for Sn [24] , Al [25, 27, 28] , Cu [25] and Ti [23, 29, 30] . For Sn, the hardness decreases by ~0. 
Results
Equations (2-6) show that a steady-state appears at large strains regardless of the different hardness-strain relationships as also discussed in other reports [24, 27, 31] . The steady-states microstructures shown in Fig. 2 (a-e) contain grains with mainly high-angle boundaries (e.g., 85% of boundaries in Al and 73% of boundaries in Ag) in good agreement with the earlier reports for Sn [24] , Al [25, 27, 28] , Ag [26] , Cu [13, 24, 25] and Ti [1, 23, 29 ]. An examination shows that the average steady-state grain size decreases with increasing absolute melting temperature [24] and reaches ~135 m for Sn, ~2.1 m for Al, ~380 nm for Ag, ~300 nm for Cu and ~200 nm for Ti. The formation of grains with high-angles of misorientation is a direct consequence of DRX [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Although the occurrence of DRX is expected at room temperature in Sn and Al, the temperature is low for the occurrence of DRX in Ag, Cu and Ti because of their high melting temperatures. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether the DRX occurs due to adiabatic heating [11, 15] or to the temperature rise during HPT processing. In practice, the HPT process consists of two stages with an initial compression and a subsequent rotation. The variation of temperature rise during the compression and rotation stages are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. Figure 3 shows that the temperature rise during compression (~3-4 K) is independent of the material hardness. The maximum temperature rise during compression (~4 K) occurs in Sn where Sn has the lowest hardness. Thus, the temperature rise for Sn is influenced by the significant outflow of this soft metal between the anvils during compression. It is concluded that the temperature rise during the compression stage of HPT is due mainly to the elastic deformation of the anvils [32] and only partly to the plastic deformation of the sample [33] . heat generation during HPT is proportional to the flow stress [17] [18] [19] , the temperature rise 5 increases with increasing material hardness. Third, the temperature rise is demonstrably too small (maximum ~13 K for Ti) to promote the occurrence of DRX. Fourth, the variations in the temperature rise with time are essentially similar to the variations of hardness with shear strain in Fig. 1 . For example, Sn shows a clear decrease in temperature after an initial abrupt temperature rise and this initial rise is due to the sudden outflow of material between the anvils. By contrast, Al shows a temperature peak and also a hardness peak whereas Ag, Cu and Ti exhibit neither a hardness peak nor a temperature peak. The current results suggest that, although the temperature rise during HPT is relatively minor, the in situ temperature measurements can provide important information regarding the dynamic behavior of the material as attempted earlier [20] in examining phase transformations during HPT. It should be noted that the current temperature rises were measured on the upper surface of the disc at the central region, while the temperature at the outer region of the disc may be slightly higher (negligible difference across the thickness and a few Kelvins difference along the radius based on the FEM simulations [17] ).
Discussion
Using the data achieved in this study, it is important to develop a model to predict the temperature rise during HPT. The temperature-time curves shown in Fig. 4 are basically similar to those for unsteady-state heat conduction phenomena [34] which are generally expressed by the relationship
where T is the temperature rise at a time of t, T SS is the steady-state temperature rise and c is a time constant depending on the thermal properties and size of the sample and anvils. The steady-state temperature rise during HPT is directly proportional to the heat flux, , and this flux is proportional to the flow stress, and the rotation speed, so that [17]
The origin of Eq. (8) is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.
Therefore, it follows that Eq. (7) can be summarized as
where a is a constant dependent upon the thermal properties and sizes of the sample, anvils, heat insulators and other metallic parts connected to the anvils. Since the size of the sample is much smaller than the size of the anvils, the effect of the thermal properties of the sample on a and c may be reasonably ignored so that the main effect of the sample on the temperature rise is through the heat flux and the flow stress. It should be noted that this simplification is no longer valid when materials with low thermal conductivity, such as ceramics, are processed by HPT [5, 6] . Since the same tool steel anvils were used in this study for processing of five 6 different metals, it is possible to find the values of a and c by directly fitting the experimental data. If the flow stress is estimated as Hv/3 using Eqs. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , and the flow stress at 3.53 mm from the disc center is taken as the average flow stress in a disc with a diameter of 2R = 10 mm where 3.53 mm is achieved by mathematical integration as 2 / R r  , the following equation is achieved:
where T is in K,  is in MPa,  is in rpm and t is in s. Figure 5 compares the experimental data with those achieved using Eq. (10) and it is readily apparent that the temperature rise for all experimental metals may be predicted using a single equation. Thus, the deviations observed for Sn and Al are due to the significant outflow of these soft metals at the onset of rotation which produces a sudden temperature increase. Furthermore, Eq. (10) shows that the temperature rise during HPT is of minor significance in influencing the microstructure [4] and phase transformations [35] although small temperature rises may influence the formation of metastable phases when the dynamic phase-transition temperatures are close to the ambient temperature [23, 29] .
As noted earlier, a few limited studies have measured the temperature of the HPT anvils and predicted the real temperature rise in the sample by using FEM simulations [18] [19] [20] . Figure 6 summarizes the data reported earlier [17] for the experimental temperature rise in the HPT anvils (measured by placing a thermocouple in the upper anvil at 2 mm above the sample) and the calculated temperature rise in the sample (calculated by FEM simulations for Al, Cu and Fe discs). The simulation results in Fig. 6 are in good agreement with the direct temperature measurements in the current study (maximum ~14 K for Fe which has a hardness-strain behavior similar to Ti). It is concluded that, although a few studies suggested the occurrence of a high temperature rise during HPT processing [16, 23, 36] , the current study in connection with earlier data [17] confirms that the macroscopic temperature rise is of only minor significance in influencing the microstructure and the occurrence of DRX. It should be noted that this conclusion may be changed if, for example, the sample size is large, the HPT anvils are small or the HPT anvils are surrounded by heat insulators or connected to small metallic plates which act as heat sinks.
In practice, the small temperature rises measured during HPT processing confirm that the occurrence of DRX at large strains should be mainly due to the formation of a large fraction of lattice defects such as vacancies where their concentration is sometimes comparable to the concentration of vacancies at the melting temperature [37, 38] , dislocations which can have a density as high as ~10
15 -10 16 cm -2 [10, 33] , subgrain boundaries which are distributed at nanometer to submicrometer distances [4, 12] and high-energy non-equilibrium grain boundaries which separate ultrafine grains [1] . The presence of large fractions of these lattice defects enhances the internal energy of the system even at room temperature and leads to the occurrence of DRX and a subsequent reduction in the total energy of the system. 
Conclusions
This report describes the first experimental investigation of the real temperature of disc samples processed by HPT at room temperature. It is found that the temperature rises are relatively minor when compared with the melting temperatures of the processed metals. It is concluded that the microstructural evolutions occurring during HPT processing are not significantly influenced by the temperature rise. On the contrary, the formation of high-angle grain boundaries through DRX is due to the presence of large volumes of lattice defects.
given by the following relationship:
In this equation,  is the fraction of plastic work which is converted into heat,  is the strain 8 rate which is given by r/h where  is the rotation speed, V is the volume and A is the horizontal area of the element. Assuming reasonably that the plastic work is fully converted to heat (i.e.,  = 1),  is given as [17] 
Therefore, the heat flux is directly proportional to the distance from the disc center, the rotation speed and the hardness of the material and it is independent of the disc thickness. . Temperature rise against time in HPT anvil measured at 2 mm above disc sample using thermocouple and at sample edge calculated by FEM. Data taken from [17] .
